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Another problem: Doppler shift

ln order for the laser light to be resonantly absorbed by a counterpropagating
atom moving with velocity v, the frequency tE} of the light must be kv lower
than the resonant frequency for an atom at rest.
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The result is that only atoms with the ''proper" velocity to be resonant with
the laser are slowed, and they are only slowed by a small amount.
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Laser beams are tuned slightly below the atomic resonance frequency.

An atom moving toward the left sees that the laser beam opposing its motion is Doppler
shifted toward the atomic resonance frequency.

It sees that the laser beam directed along its motion is Doppler shifted further from its
I:::?,ra_nc_e_..Tpe_::::Lthereforea!±g±smorestronglyfromthelaserbeamtha_t___opposes+I:
motion, and it sT5mown.__
The same thing happens to an atom moving to the right, so all atoms are slowed by this
arrangement of laser beams.
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Doppler cooling limit

ip]er cooling  limit
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This cooling process leads to a temperature whose lower limit is on the order of hr,
where I-is the rate of spontaneous emission of the excited state (I-1 is the excited state
lifetime). The temperature results from an equilibrium between laser cooling and the
heating process arising from the random nature of both the absorption and emission of

photons.

The random addition to the average momentum transfer produces a random walk of the
atomic momentum and an increase in the mean square atomic momentilm.
This heating is countered by the cooling force F opposing atomic motion.
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Optical molasses

A sodium atom cooled to the Doppler limit has
a ``mean free path" (the mean distance it
moves before its initial velocity is damped out
and the atom is moving with a different,
random velocity) of only 20 mm, while the size
of the laser beams doing the cooling might
easily be one centimeter.

Thus, the atom undergoes diffusive, Brownian-
like motion, and the time for a laser cooled
atom to escape from the region where it is
being cooled is much longer than the ballistic
transit time across that region.

This means that an atom is effectively `'stuck"
in the laser

mng to viscous
friction, prompted the Bell Labs group (Chu er
a/., 1985) to name the intersecting laser beams
''optical  molasses."
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The atom is now

111111 again at the bottom
in    -1re   +1- of a  hill,  and  it again

\\ -111- must climb,  losing`\,
kinetic  energy,  as  it

\\\\ movesr

b

(a)lnterfenn"ounterpropfngbe°+shavin:-orthogona"earpolanzationscreatea
polarization gradient.

(b) The different Zeeman sublevels are shifted differently in light fields with different
polarizations; optical pumping tends to put atomic population on the lowest energy level, but
nonadiabatic motion results in  '`Sisyphus" cooling.
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nelativ®    Frequency   (MHz)

trum of fluorescence from Na atoms in optical molas -broadcomoonentcorrespondstoatemperatureof84HK,whichcompares wellwiththetemperatureof87LiKmeasuredDytime-f-iTFTmeasurement.The

narrow component indicates a sub-wavelength localization of the atoms.
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Optical  lattices vs   real crystals

Opt`(,a„att,ce

I      Reaicrystal

Figure l  Crictal simlution.
Ultracold atoms in an optieal lattice
can simulate condensed*mattcr
phenomenatha.usuallyoucurouly
in the `deefron gas` of a soln"state
crystal. In an opti.-al httice (.), atoms
arc trapped in a sinusoidal prlontinl
wdl (grey) created lay a stafiding-wave
laser beam. The atoms' wavefunetions
("uc) correspond to those of
vatfvec €le<:trons in a real .-rystal
(.). H€T€. the periodic potenthl is
ca`cocd tw the attractive elcetrostatic
foroc het{.rcen the clectrons (-) and
the iolis ( + ) forming the |-rystal.
The motion .nd interaction of the
partidqwhh€Tultracold
atoms or aleetfons, determine the
physics Of` d)e maecrial. Thus, for
example, supcrfluidtry in . gas of
u[trad;old atoms corTrspr)n<l.i to
superconductivity in all |.leetron gas.

Nature 453, 736 (2008)

Optical  lattices for  quantum  simulation

An optical lattice is essentially an artificial crystal of light -a periodic intensity pattern
that is formed by the interference of two or more laser beams.

Imagine having an artificial substance in which You can control almost all aspects oftheunderlyingperiodicstructureand-theinteractionsbetweentheatb-mT3ifFin-ake

up this dream material.

•              ..               aachii;=;?:`#                  -SuchasubstancewouldallowustoexoloreawholerangeoffundamenL±±|

ohenomena that are extremely difficult -or impossible -to study in real materials.
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What lattice parameters

+ -- i - +-~
`}-,    rt    rfe'  ~,

Can We

•    Lattice wavelength
•    Lattice geometry
•    J/U (depth of the potential)
•    Lattice loading
•    Bosons orfermions or both
•    Spin arrangements
•    Introduce disorder, etc.

olAQu; New J.  Phys.12 (2010) ce5025; New I. Phvs. io (2008) o73o32
ihttp://www.physnet.uni-hamburg.de/ilp2/hemmerich/en/rteearch.html

What do we  need  to build  a  quantum
computer?

•   Qubitswhich retain their properties.

Scalable array of qubits.
•   lnitialization= ability to prepare one certain state

repeatedly on demand. Need continuous supply df))   .

•   LhiverEal setofquarfuim gates. A system in
which qubits can be made to evolve as desired.

•  Long relevarttdecohererice times

•   Ability to efficiently read outthe result
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Encoding qubits and  1-qubit operations

ln hyperfine levels of the atomic ground state

Rb-87 is the most common atom
to use for laser ccoling

Ljst3S   `3f  t::,lose(I   trar(s  l{Qr7    -
i   ,    `  ,}=t   I?,a     ;I;!jr+icijr`t';   fr,`r   St{3}t3

p r e cy a ' a i ! t3 r

2  I   Rt3d`'ir,i,'   `?4   -}\j::,;t   ,  1  >

Raman transition

performs singie qubit
rotation  selectively  on
a  single qubit

I2Jb,,
Talk: M. Shotter

Raman
t,ansjtion

C(osed  sponlanefjii
finiss!on  5':yr:te

Rb-87

7GHz    52Sic

F=,        TT+iTJ,,r . a MHz

Cholc® of magnetlc 9ubl®vels may d®p.nd
on details of 2qubit gate
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2: Initialization

Internal state preparation:  putting atoms in the ground hyperfine state

Very well  understood (optical  pumping technique is in use since  1950)

Very reliable (>0.9999 population may be achieved)

MotionalstatesmaybecooledtoE±round¥:S_('L353!2

Loading with one atom  per site:  Mott insulator transition and other
SchTchem es ,                                i _

Zero's may be supplied during the computation (providing individual
or array addressing),

ae
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Single-qubit rotations: well  understood and had been carried out
in atomic spectroscopy since 1940's.

2.    Two-qubit gates:  none currently implemented
(conditional logic was demonstrated)

Proposed interactions for  two-qubit gates:

(a)  Electric-dipole interactions between atoms
(b)  Ground-state elastic collisions
(c)   Magnetic dipole interactions

Only one gate proposal does not involve moving atoms (Rydberg gate).

Advantages:  possible parallel operations
Disadvantages:d|:::[=[:±ce+±:±±LS_durJnggateLJ2P§[a[jQPS.
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Single Atoms
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j. Sherson et a/. Nature 467, 68 (2010)
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